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Oasis V GPS (C-80) Display Operation

Release date: 3/28/11

Use this description with the accompanying C-80 Operating Guide

The C-80 display operates with a combination of **Buttons** on the right side of the display and the buttons at the bottom of the display referred to as **Soft Keys**. Each **Button** is a different function and produces a different set of **Soft Keys** appropriate to that **Button**. Refer to Card No, 1 & 2.

**Use the following procedure to set up the C-80 for sailing:**

- Push the **Power Button** at the lower left of the screen to activate. Press the **OK Button** at the prompt on the screen.
- Press and hold the **Page Button** to display the Page Set options. Use the **Trackpad Button** to select the Page Set you want. In most cases this will be the top line labeled Chart. Refer to Card No. 3.
- Press the **Page Button** again but do not hold it in. The **Soft Keys** will give you a choice of five pages you can select. The center page of the set splits the screen to show the chart and the course data and is probably the most appropriate for most of our applications.
- The Active Window on the screen will be bordered in red. You can change the Active Window by pressing the **Active Button** until you get to the window you want. You can then make this window full screen by pressing and holding the **Active Button**. To return to the multiple windows view, press the **Active Button** but do not hold it in.
- Move to the Data window with the **Active Button**. The **Soft Keys** will give you a choice of Navigation, Waypoint, Route, Fishing or Sailing Panels. Select the Waypoint **Soft Key**.
- Move to the Chart Window with the **Active Button**. Select the Presentation **Soft Key** then the Chart Mode and Orientation **Soft Key** and then Motion Mode **Soft Key**. Toggle to RM (Relative Motion). Select the Orientation **Soft Key** and toggle to H-Up (Heading up on chart). Press **OK Button**. Refer to Card No. 6.
To adjust the display lighting, Press the Power On Button and toggle the Soft Key to the day or night setting and press the OK Button. Note that when you set this, it will not reset when the unit is turned off. If it is set for night mode in the evening, it will need to be reset to day mode to bring the light back up.

Setting Waypoints Procedure:
- Press the WPTS/MOB Button one time only. If you press it twice you will set a waypoint at the boat location. Select the Go to Waypoints Option Soft Key. Highlight the required waypoint from the list with the Trackpad Button. Refer to Card No. 8.
- Press the Go To Waypoint Soft Key. The waypoint will be highlighted and there will be a dotted line on the chart between the waypoint and the boat and appropriate data in relation to the waypoint will be displayed on the Data window.
- To stop navigation to a waypoint, press the WPTS Button once and press the GoTo… Soft Key and then the Stop GoTo Soft Key.

revised 2/10/11
Oasis V RADAR (C-80) Display Operation

Release date: 3/28/11

Use this description after the GPS is in operation as shown in the Oasis V GPS (C-80) Display Operation

Use the following procedure to set up the C-80 for sailing with Radar:

- Press and hold the Page Button to display the Page Set options. Use the Trackpad Button to select the Chart/Radar Page Set. Press the OK Button. Refer to Card No. 3.
- Press the Page Button again but do not hold it in. The Soft Keys will give you a choice of five pages you can select. Select the center page of the set that splits the screen to show the chart and the radar.
- The Active Window on the screen will be bordered in red. Change the Active Window to the Radar screen by pressing the Active Button until it is bordered in red.
- Push the Power Button at the lower left of the screen and select the Scanner Soft Key and toggle to On and toggle to Radar TX (transmit).
- There will be a delay until the radar is operational.
- When the radar is operational, press the OK Button. Make the chart window active. Press the Presentation Soft Key, select the Chart Mode and Orientation Soft Key and the Chart Sync Soft Key. Toggle to RDR. Refer to Card No. 11.
- Select the Radar Options Soft Key and use the Range Button to change the Radar range to match the Chart range. Press the OK Button.
- The Range Button will now change both the chart and radar windows. The Range will show at the left top of the radar screen in nautical miles. The dimension of the Range Rings will show at the right side in nautical miles. Refer to Card No. 10 and 11.

Revised 2/10/11
OASIS- V is equipped with a "shower sump". In case of water accumulation on the head/sink/shower floor drain it following the procedure below:

- Turn ON the "SHOWER DRAIN PUMP" breaker on the AC panel (above NAV station table)
- Open galley kitchen left door panel under the sink: There are two valves at the bottom, on the floor. Ensure that the one marked as shower sump is open and the one marked as ice box is closed.
- Activate sump pump switch (The front of the head sink cabinet). Observe water level and pump operation. Ensure that nothing is obstructing the flow of water out of the flooded area.